Input 1 and Input 2 are activation inputs for Door 1 and Door 2 respectively.

Input 3 and Input 4 are for the DPSs for door 1 (input 3) and door 2 (input 4) respectively. Switch is closed when door is closed.

DPS = Door position switch

1) PUSH PLATES ARE DRY CONTACT NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES
2) DOOR POSITION SWITCHES ARE NORMALLY CLOSED
   SWITCH IS CLOSED WHEN DOOR IS CLOSED.
3) MAGLOCK AUXILIARY RELAY CONTACTS WILL BE OPEN
   WHEN LOCK IS POWERED AND BONDED
4) SET OUTPUT OPTION ON MCLINX2 TO DRY.
   REMOVE POWER BEFORE Changing.

NOTES:

SEE NOTE 1

SEE NOTE 2

SEE NOTE 3

SEE NOTE 4